Coffee Crowd Takes Lumps

Letters

Henry VIII is Enough

Boys can take their lumps and learn some lessons... By David D. Cohen, who writes from New York for the New York Times.

Want to improve the world? Try talking to the boys... By John H. Wexler, who writes from New York for the New York Times.

No Excuses for Miller

The more he talks, the more the boys feel that they have been treated unfairly... By David D. Cohen, who writes from New York for the New York Times.

Nurse's Appeal

It's not fair for the boys to have to pay for the mistakes of the nurses. It's time the system was changed... By John H. Wexler, who writes from New York for the New York Times.

When your dancewear looks like this, you need a new store. Ballerina Boutique's wide selection of dancewear at great prices.

SUGAR PROBLEMS?

If you're looking for a Sugar Solution, you need to talk to the experts at Ballerina Boutique. They have the best selection of sugar-free options to help you enjoy your favorite treats without worrying about your health.

NEED HELP WITH YOUR STUDENT LOAN?

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, consider spending a couple of years in the Army.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt. But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option, you'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Call toll free 1-800-282-5864
WANTED!

DR. JACK PEROLMAN
Optometrist

For fitting contact lenses and glasses with skilled proficiency at substantial savings.

One pair soft contact lenses, complete with examination, care kit, training, and six months follow-up care

$139

Throughout September 24, 1981

Includes: Bausch & Lomb, American Optical, Onewear, Mutovon, and American Hyperion soft lenses.

Continued after soft lenses, prescription glasses, sunkeeps, sunshades, and fashionable cosmetic lenses also available at

CAN BE FOUND AT

Sports Arena Area
Hillcrest Village Center
San Diego, CA

223-3111

East County
Elk Grove Village Center
6234 Business Park Dr.
Crestline, CA

562-5220

Say “Cheese”

These prices will make you smile.

Brie special buy $3.99/lb.

Gruyere now $3.99/lb.

Low Fat Cheddar $1.89/lb.

Prices good through 9-18-81


Back To School Specials

Lady Classics Reg. $22.99

Now $17.99

Save $5.00

Lady Rodman Reg. $29.99

Now $22.99

Save $7.00

Lady All-Cast Reg. $99.99

Now $59.99

Save $40.00

Kids’ Nike Cast Cannon

Reg. $54.99

Now $14.99

Save $40.00

Men’s Casual Shorts 30% off

Quiksilver, Converse & Smith Sport

Swimwear 30% off

Quiksilver and Converse & Smith

Team Discounts to All League Players!
THE INSIDE STORY

BY PAUL KREJCIK

NUCLEAR WORLD BECOMES MORE RECEPTIVE TO PLANTS

A growing awareness of the potential of plant-based energy sources is being felt in the nuclear world. This is due in part to the fact that many countries are looking for alternative sources of energy to replace their dependence on fossil fuels. The nuclear industry is not immune to this trend, as several countries are exploring the potential of nuclear energy as a way to reduce their carbon footprint and meet their energy needs. This shift is being driven by a combination of factors, including increased awareness of the environmental impact of fossil fuels, the desire to reduce foreign dependence, and the technological advancements that have made nuclear energy more efficient and safer.

In the United States, for example, there is a growing focus on developing small modular reactors (SMRs) that can be built and operated more quickly and at a lower cost than traditional nuclear power plants. These reactors are designed to be modular, allowing for easier transport and quicker installation, and can be used to meet local energy needs or as a way to diversify the energy mix. The U.S. government has also been investing in the development of nuclear energy, with several new reactor designs being tested and approved for commercial use.

In Europe, there is a similar focus on nuclear energy, with several countries, including France and Germany, investing in the development of small modular reactors. These countries are also looking to reduce their reliance on Russian nuclear fuel, which has been a major source of controversy in recent years.

Overall, the shift towards nuclear energy as an alternative to fossil fuels is a positive development, as it can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and diversify energy sources. However, it is important to note that nuclear energy is not without its challenges, and efforts will need to be made to ensure that it is developed and operated in a safe and environmentally responsible manner.
Y'OU'RE INVITED TO A GRAND PARTY!

FRIDAY SEP 11th
DON'T MISS OUR 3-9 PM GRAND OPENING PARTY
AT THE NEW SCRIPPS RANCH STORE

FREE DRAWING
100% of great prizes—entry is free!
SPECIAL GRAND OPENING SALE
PRICES AT BOTH LOCATIONS

FREE SPIRITS OF SAINT GERMAIN
in the spirit of good taste

FREE SPIRULINA
Foods of the Future, 100 tabs, reg. $2.75
Now $1.79
Expires 9-10-81

FREE KAL SELLENIUM
100 mg., 100 tabs, Reg. $1.50
Now $ .99
Expires 9-10-81

Free Spirulina
Foods of the Future, 100 tabs, reg. $2.75
Now $1.79
Expires 9-10-81

Free KAL Selenium
100 mg., 100 tabs, Reg. $1.50
Now $ .99
Expires 9-10-81

Call today about our free nutrition lecture series

Vitamins Plus

FREE SPIRULINA
Foods of the Future, 100 tabs, reg. $2.75
Now $1.79
Expires 9-10-81

FREE KAL Selenium
100 mg., 100 tabs, Reg. $1.50
Now $ .99
Expires 9-10-81

Call today about our free nutrition lecture series

Vitamins Plus

FREE SPIRULINA
Foods of the Future, 100 tabs, reg. $2.75
Now $1.79
Expires 9-10-81

FREE KAL Selenium
100 mg., 100 tabs, Reg. $1.50
Now $ .99
Expires 9-10-81

Call today about our free nutrition lecture series

Vitamins Plus
We still have cool clothes for a hot September.

Sick Sense

Last Quack in Lemon Grove

Local problems need not be
Roger, Gene, and Me

DUNCAN MORGAN

On three separate occasions last week the local NBC affiliate presented an hour of The Dick Van Dyke Show, and this time around Roger and I thought how the writers re-created the show. Each time, the script was adapted from the original series by the same writers and with the same budget. We were talking about the state of television, and how it is now more important than ever to create a series that will stand the test of time. The show was created by Carl Reiner, who was both the creator and one of the stars of the show. It was a series that was both funny and touching, with a special emphasis on the relationship between a husband and wife. We talked about how the writers were able to create a family that was relatable to the audience, and how the show was able to capture the essence of a family in the 1960s. We also discussed the impact of the show on popular culture, and how it influenced the way people dressed and talked. The show was a reflection of the times, and it helped shape the way people thought about television.
The off the Wall

What class would you require to take to:

- Learn Spanish?
- Awesome the art? (assuming Off the Wall refers to the Wall Street painting)
- Learn photography?

---

Tina Smother

There's a little girl who visits the beach every day, and the beach is called "Off the Wall." She always brings her camera and takes photos of everything, even the small fish that swim by. She's always very happy when she sees a shark. Her name is "Off the Wall."
Mad Jack has declared war on prices offered by all the competition in San Diego. If you're tired of sales that really aren't sales, well this one is!
READER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

Stout

Sculpture and Animation in Film, photographs by Frank Lullis and ivan Wood. The event continues through December 17 at the Art Center, 2519 27th St., Seattle. The event is sponsored by the Smith College Museum of Art.

DANCE JANUARY

The Institute of Contemporary Arts at the University of California, Berkeley, has announced the dates of its annual dance festival. The festival will be held from January 19 to 21 at the University of California, Berkeley, and will feature performances by a variety of artists from around the world. For more information, please visit the Institute of Contemporary Arts website.

ACTION ALERT SAVE FLORIDA CANYON

The Florida Canyon Conservation Council is calling for action to save the Florida Canyon from development. The council is calling for people to sign a petition to protect the area. For more information, please visit the Florida Canyon Conservation Council website.

THE PROGRESSIVE STAGE CO.

A Night of Bertolt Brecht

Brecht's work is celebrated in a variety of performances at the Progressive Stage Company. The performances take place from Thursday, October 4, through Saturday, October 28, at the Marionette Theatre. For more information, please visit the Progressive Stage Company website.

READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

Theater programs are presented by the Seattle Repertory Theatre, the Seattle Shakespeare Company, and the Seattle Opera. For more information, please visit the respective websites.

FREE TICKET

As part of our ongoing promotion, we are offering a free ticket to the Seattle Repertory Theatre's production of "The Secret River." For more information, please visit the Seattle Repertory Theatre website.

THE KEN FLETCHER SHOW

Ken Fletcher's latest show, "The Ken Fletcher Show," is on tour. For more information, please visit the Ken Fletcher Show website.

DON'T MISS IT

The Seattle Opera's production of "Elisabeth" is not to be missed. For more information, please visit the Seattle Opera website.

PRACTICALS: CLASSIC MARKET

The Seattle Opera's production of "Elisabeth" is a must-see. For more information, please visit the Seattle Opera website.
The Piano - The Piano will be in town this week to help launch The Grand 75 season. The Piano is a musical blend of rock, folk, and jazz, and this week's concerts will be held at The Grand 75 on Tuesday night at 8:00 PM.

What's in it for the audience? For one thing, the Grand 75 season is free and open to the public. The Piano will be performing a variety of music, including some of their own compositions and covers of classic rock songs.

Cocks on the other hand, have a much more structured approach to their performances. Although they too are a rock band, their music tends to be more upbeat and danceable. Their shows are usually packed with fans and are known for their high-energy performances.

The Piano's shows are known for their acoustic guitar and piano-driven sounds, while Cocks' shows often feature electric guitar and bass. The Piano's shows are more casual and laid back, while Cocks' shows are more intense and dynamic.

Cocks has a big following and their shows are often sold out, while The Piano's shows are usually more intimate and have a more laid back atmosphere. The Piano is a great choice for those looking for a more relaxed and acoustic vibe, while Cocks is perfect for those who want a high-energy rock show.

CONCERTS

The Piano will be performing at The Grand 75 on Tuesday night at 8:00 PM. Cocks will be performing at the same venue on Wednesday night at 8:00 PM. Both shows are free and open to the public.
CURRENT MOVIES

MOVIE DIRECTORY

FREE with the rental of any video tape in the world for the first 6 months! Come to any MANN THEATRES location to get your FREE copy of "The Video Information Director's Guide." No membership, no deposit, no further obligation! Available in home video format by mail.

MANN THEATRES

FREE! Rent any Tape at your local MANN THEATRES take home an extra FREE copy of "The Video Information Director's Guide." No membership, no deposit, no further obligation! Available in home video format by mail.

Lili Marleen

A CONTINUOUSLY AMAZING SPECTACLE... and unforgettable true story! 

Directed by J. J. Health

3-D!
NO FEE ON FLOORS
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DOW'S......NO SALES TAX!......

TAX FREE SALE!

100s of Items Reduced
In All Departments!
Plus Dow Will Pay Your Sales Tax!

FREE CAR STEREO INSTALLATION ON ALL 1987 MODELS PLUS A FREE TRACK TAPE OR 1 FREE DOW CASSETTE

STORE HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-9 SAT. & SUN. 10-6

Section 3/Classifieds

For Sale

LA BACENFA
MEXICAN COMBINATION 50¢ Thru 2 PM
SAT. LUNCH

ATLAS HOTELS
RESTAURANT ROW
We've got a table set for you!
CUT,

GREAT EARTH VITAMIN STORES
HILLREST NORTH PARK
POINT LOMA
LA JOLLA
DEL MAR
OPEN 7 DAYS

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS CONTACT LOCAL STORE

THE READER PUZZLE
No 173 Get Shaking

- The word "puzzle" is a
- simple substitution cipher - a
- type game in which words
- are encoded into a message
- using a set of symbols or
- numbers. The reader
- should give you a fair
- shake.

Rules of the Game:
1. Please solve the Reader Puzzle will be Reader
   Puzzle Number 173. No cheating allowed.
   All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest must be
   received by the Reader Puzzle, P.O. Box
   6690, San Diego, CA 92131 by 4:00 A.M.
   Friday, eight days following the issue date.
   Each entry must be accompanied by your name,
   address, and phone number.
   2. Employee of the Reader
      and their families are
      eligible to win.
   3. The contest is open to
      anyone, and all entries will be
      judged based on their
      creativity and adherence to
      the rules.
   4. All winners will be
      notified by phone and
      mailed a prize package.
   5. All entries must be
      received by the Reader
      Puzzle, P.O. Box
      6690, San Diego, CA
      92131, by 4:00 A.M.
      Friday, eight days
      following the issue date.
   6. One entry per person.
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